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Abstract
Inspired by the decomposition in the hybrid quantum-classical optimization algo-
rithm we introduced in [ADT19], we propose here a new (fully classical) approach to
solving certain non-convex integer programs using Graver bases. This method is well
suited when (a) the constraint matrix A has a special structure so that its Graver
basis can be computed systematically, (b) several feasible solutions can also be con-
structed easily and (c) the objective function can be viewed as many convex functions
quilted together. Classes of problems that satisfy these conditions include Cardinality
Boolean Quadratic Problems (CBQP), Quadratic Semi-Assignment Problems (QSAP)
and Quadratic Assignment Problems (QAP). Our Graver Augmented Multi-seed Algo-
rithm (GAMA) utilizes augmentation along Graver basis elements (the improvement
direction is obtained by comparing objective function values) from these multiple initial
feasible solutions. We compare our approach with a best-in-class commercially avail-
able solver (Gurobi). Sensitivity analysis indicates that the rate at which GAMA slows
down as the problem size increases is much lower than that of Gurobi. We find that for
several instances of practical relevance, GAMA not only vastly outperforms in terms of
time to find the optimal solution (by two or three orders of magnitude), but also finds
optimal solutions within minutes when the commercial solver is not able to do so in 4
or 10 hours (depending on the problem class) in several cases.
Keywords: Graver basis, test sets, non-linear non-convex integer programming, contin-
gency tables, (0,1)- matrices, computational testing.
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1 Introduction
Many hard to solve practical non-linear integer programming problems have a specially struc-
tured linear constraint matrix. We study an important subset of these classes–including
Cardinality Boolean Quadratic Problems (CBQP), Quadratic Semi-Assignment Problems
(QSAP), and Quadratic Assignment Problems (QAP)–which have two features: (1) their
Graver bases can be calculated systematically, and (2) multiple feasible solutions, which are
uniformly spread out in the space of solutions, can be likewise systematically constructed.
The hardness of such problems, then, stems from the non-convexity of their nonlinear cost
function, and not from the Graver basis or the ability to find feasible solutions. In this paper,
we target such problems and solve them using a novel approach, GAMA: Graver Augmented
Multi-seeded Algorithm.
Our approach here is inspired by an earlier work ([ADT19]) in which we introduced a
decomposition for a broader class (there was no restriction on A but we required a convex
objective function), with three components:
(1) Computing a partial or complete Graver basis of A (which utilized outputs from a
D-Wave quantum computer, a stand-in for any Ising solver);
(2) a set of feasible solutions (which also required a call to D-Wave); and
(3) a parallel augmentation procedure, starting at each of the feasible solutions from (2),
using the (partial or complete) Graver basis that was obtained in (1).
An essential concept that was exploited there, which we will continue to use here, was to
separate the objective function from the constraints in the decomposition. It is known that
given the Graver basis of a problem’s integer matrix, any convex non-linear problem can
be globally optimized with polynomial number of moves–augmentations–from any arbitrary
initial feasible solution [Onn10]. What is novel in this current paper is the recognition that
for a wide class of hard problems, the matrix A has a special structure that allows us to obtain
(a) Graver basis elements and (b) many feasible solutions that are spread out, by classical
methods, and that are simple enough to be systematically algorithmized. Therefore, the
steps (1) and (2) that previously needed calls to D-Wave no longer do.
Furthermore, suppose the non-convex objective function can be viewed as many convex1
functions stitched together (like a quilt). Thus, the entire feasible solution space can be
seen as a collection of parallel subspaces, each with a convex objective function. If we have
the Graver basis for the constraint matrix, and a feasible solution in every one of these
sub-regions, putting this all together, an algorithm that can find the optimal solution is as
follows:
• Find the Graver basis.
1We have an expanded notion of convex; see Section 2.2.
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• Find a number of feasible solutions, spread out so that there is at least one feasible
solution in each of the sub-regions that has a convex objective function.
• Augment along the Graver basis from each of the feasible solutions ("seeds") until you
end up with a number of local optimal solutions (one for each seed).
• Choose the best from among these local optimal solutions.
In this paper, we compare the speed of reaching optimal solutions with a best-in-class integer
optimization solver, Gurobi R©[GO19]. We do not discuss the worst-case complexity of GAMA.
Our goal is to solve instances from industry that are not solvable by commercially best-in-
class solvers and understand (numerically) why GAMA works so well when it does.
2 Recap: Graver Bases and their Use in Non-linear In-
teger Optimization
This section is repeated verbatim from [ADT19] for ease of access. Let f : Rn → R be a
real-valued function. We want to solve the general non-linear integer optimization problem:
(IP )A,b,l,u,f :

min f(x),
Ax = b, l 6 x 6 u, x, l, u ∈ Zn
A ∈ Zm×n, b ∈ Zm
(1)
One approach to solving such problem is to use an augmentation procedure: start from an
initial feasible solution (which itself can be hard to find) and take an improvement step
(augmentation) until one reaches the optimal solution. Augmentation procedures such as
these need test sets or optimality certificates: so it either declares the optimality of the
current feasible solution or provides direction(s) towards better solution(s). Note that it
does not matter from which feasible solution one begins, nor the sequence of improving steps
taken: the final stop is an optimal solution.
Definition 1. A set S ∈ Zn is called a test set or optimality certificate if for every non-
optimal but feasible solution x0 there exists t ∈ S and λ ∈ Z+ such that x0+λt is feasible and
f (x0 + λt) < f (x0). The vector t (or λt) is called the improving or augmenting direction.
If the optimality certificate is given, any initial feasible solution x0 can be augmented to the
optimal solution. If S is finite, one can enumerate over all t ∈ S and check if it is augmenting
(improving). If S is not practically finite, or if all elements t ∈ S are not available in advance,
it is still practically enough to find a subset of S that is feasible and augmenting.
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Figure 1: Augmenting from initial to optimal solution [Onn10].
In the next section, we discuss the Graver basis of an integer matrix A ∈ Zm×n which is
known to be an optimality certificate.
2.1 Mathematics of Graver Bases
First, on the set Rn, we define the following partial order:
Definition 2. Let x, y ∈ Rn. We say x is conformal to y, written x v y, when xiyi > 0 (x
and y lie on the same orthant) and |xi| 6 |yi| for i = 1, ..., n. Additionally, a sum u =
∑
i
vi
is called conformal, if vi v u for all i (u majorizes all vi).
Suppose A is a matrix in Zm×n. Define:
L∗(A) = {x ∣∣ Ax = 0, x ∈ Zn , A ∈ Zm×n } \ {0} . (2)
The notion of the Graver basis was first introduced in [Gra75] for integer linear programs
(ILP):
Definition 3. The Graver basis of integer matrix A is defined to be the finite set of v
minimal elements (indecomposable elements) in the lattice L∗(A). We denote by G(A) ⊂ Zn
the Graver basis of A.
The following proposition summarizes the properties of Graver bases that are relevant to our
setting.
Proposition 1. The following statements are true:
(i) Every vector x in the lattice L∗(A) is a conformal sum of the Graver basis elements.
(ii) Every vector x in the lattice L∗(A) can be written as x =
t∑
i=1
λigi for some λi ∈ Z+
and gi ∈ G(A). The upper bound on the number of Graver basis elements required (t)
(called integer Caratheodory number) is (2n− 2).
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(iii) A Graver basis is a test set (optimality certificate) for ILP and several nonlinear convex
forms (see 2.2). That is, a point x∗ is optimal for the optimization problem (IP )A,b,l,u,f ,
if and only if there are no gi ∈ G(A) such that x∗ + gi is better than x∗.
(iv) For any g ∈ G(A), an upper bound on the norm of Graver basis elements is given by
‖g‖∞ 6 (n− r) ∆ (A) and ‖g‖1 6 (n− r) (r + 1) ∆ (A) (3)
where r = rank(A) 6 m and ∆ (A) is the maximum absolute value of the determinant
of a square submatrix of A.
2.2 Applicability of Graver Bases as Optimality Certificates
Beyond integer linear programs (ILP) with a fixed integer matrix, Graver bases as optimality
certificates have now been generalized to include several nonlinear objective functions:
• Separable convex minimization [MSW04]: min ∑i fi(cTi x) with fi convex.
• Convex integer maximization (weighted) [DLHO+09]: max f(Wx) ,W ∈ Zd×n
with f convex on Zd.
• Norm p (nearest to x0) minimization [HOW11]: min ‖x− x0‖p .
• Quadratic minimization [MSW04, LORW12]: min xTV x where V lies in the dual
of quadratic Graver cone of A
• Polynomial minimization [LORW12]: min P (x) where P is a polynomial of degree
d, that lies on cone Kd(A), the dual of dth degree Graver cone of A.
It has been shown that only polynomially many augmentation steps are needed to solve such
minimization problems [HOW11] [DLHO+09].
In the rest of this paper, we loosely call all of the above mentioned cost categories as
convex. Graver did not provide an algorithm for computing Graver bases; Pottier [Pot96] and
Sturmfels [ST97] provided such algorithms. The use of test sets to study integer programs
is a vibrant area of research. Another collection of test sets is based on Groebner bases.
See [CT91, TTN95, BLSR99, HS95] and [BPT00] for several different examples of the use of
Groebner bases for integer programs.
3 Graver Bases for Some Structured Matrices
Here we construct the Graver basis of four categories of structured matrices that occur
frequently as subsets of constraints in nonlinear integer programming problems.
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3.1 Graver basis of 1Tk
The matrix A = 1Tk (a row vector where all k elements are 1) is unimodular2. Therefore, the
Graver basis elements contain only {−1, 0,+1} values.
For any g ∈ G(A), the number of nonzero elements of g should be even with equal
numbers of +1 and −1. Starting from vectors with 2 nonzero elements, we can have
(
k
2
)
vectors of the form g = ei − ej, for all i = 1, 2, ..., k and j = i + 1, ..., k. We cannot have
Graver elements with 4 or more elements, since each of them is the positive sum of the 2
nonzero vectors (also each of ei − ej elements lying on a (k − 1) dimensional hyperplane
is v −minimal to any ei − ej + ek − el vector lying on (k − 3) dimensional hyperplane).
Therefore, all of ±(ei − ej) vectors construct the Graver basis of A = 1Tk .
G(1Tk ) = {±(ei − ej)}
{
i = 1, . . . , k
j = i+ 1, . . . , k
(4)
3.2 Graver basis of In ⊗ 1kT
For any block diagonal matrix of the form, A = In ⊗ A =

A 0 · · · 0 0
0 A · · · 0 0
...
... . . .
...
...
0 0 · · · A 0
0 0 · · · 0 A
 , one can
easily observe that
G(A) = In ⊗ G(A) =

G(A) 0 · · · 0 0
0 G(A) · · · 0 0
...
... . . .
...
...
0 0 · · · G(A) 0
0 0 · · · 0 G(A)
 .
Therefore,
G(In ⊗ 1Tk ) = In ⊗ G(1Tk ) (5)
and G(1Tk ) can be acquired from equation (4).
3.3 Graver basis of 1nT ⊗ Ik
In matrices of the form A = 1Tn ⊗ Ik =
n matrices︷ ︸︸ ︷[
Ik Ik · · · Ik
]
, there are n number of 1’s in each
row; each consecutive pair of 1’s is spaced by k − 1 number of 0’s, and there is only one 1
2The determinant of every square submatrix of a unimodular matrix is 0 or ±1.
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in each column. The Graver basis of each row, then, is the Graver basis of n multiple of 1’s,
but each adjacent pair of elements in it should be spaced apart by k elements. This has to
repeat for all of the k rows. We can represent the k element spacing for all k rows by ⊗Ik.
Therefore,
G(A) = G(1Tn )⊗ Ik (6)
and G(1Tn ) is acquired from equation (4).
3.4 Graver basis of combination:
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)⊕ (In ⊗ 1Tk )
This structured combination is called the generalized Lawrence configuration.
3.4.1 Generalized Lawrence configuration and n-fold product matrices
The Lawrence lifting of an m × k matrix A is the enlarged matrix Λ(A) =
[
Ik Ik
A 0
]
∈
Z(k+m)×2k where 0 is the m× k matrix of all zeros and Ik is the k × k identity matrix. The
generalization of the Lawrence lifting is of the form
Λn(A) =

Ik Ik · · · Ik Ik
A 0 · · · 0 0
... A . . .
...
...
0
... . . . 0 0
0 0 · · · A 0
 .
Graver bases of Λn(A) are finite ([SS03], [HS07]). A slightly modified version of this called
n-fold matrices [DLHOW08] appears frequently in integer programming. The n-fold matrix
appears in many applications including high dimensional transportation problems and pack-
ing problems. Our n-fold matrix is constructed of ordered pair Ik,1Tk (A = [Ik,1Tk ]n). Given
the Graver basis of fixed sized matrix A, there is a polynomial time algorithm that computes
the Graver basis of the n-fold product matrix [Onn10].
3.4.2 Systematic generation of Graver basis
If we had only the second term
(
In ⊗ 1Tk
)
, then based on equation (5) the overall Graver
basis would be the vector placement of each of k sized vectors of G (1Tk ) into n bricks. The
addition of
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)
block constrains the brick placement of those vectors, such that the
sum of the placements should become zero. Keeping the vector placement aspect aside, we
need to know which minimal and positive combination of elements of G (1Tk ) reduces to zero.
This is equivalent to the Graver basis of G (1Tk ) in positive orthant, which is the Hilbert
basis of G (1Tk ). Therefore, we need to find the Hilbert basis of the Graver basis of 1Tk and
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do the liftings (brick placements) based on it.
The following steps generate the Graver basis for
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)⊕ (In ⊗ 1Tk ):
(1) Calculate the Hilbert basis of the Graver basis of A = 1Tk (see 3.4.3):
H = H (G (1Tk )) . (7)
(2) Generate all t to n (t = 2, ..., k) liftings of G (1Tk ) elements (bricks) based on Hilbert
basis elements H and their variants (see 3.4.4).
3.4.3 Hilbert basis of G (1Tk )
One way to generate the Hilbert basis of G (1Tk ) is using a completion procedure such as the
Pottier algorithm [Pot96] and limiting it to the positive orthant. However, this method does
not exploit the structure of G (1Tk ) elements.
As evident in equation (4), the elements of G (1Tk ) consists of 2( k2
)
vectors of size k,
each containing one +1 and one −1 and (k − 2) zeros ({±(ei − ej)}). We can model the
matrix G (1Tk ) as the incidence matrix of a bidirectional complete graph having k nodes and
k(k− 1) directional edges (two back and forth directional edges between each node pair). It
can be shown that the set of all basic (non-overlapping) directional cycles in this complete
graph represents the Hilbert basis of G (1Tk ).
Therefore, we have (2 − 1)!
(
k
2
)
two-cycles, (3 − 1)!
(
k
3
)
three-cycles (directional
triangles), (4 − 1)!
(
k
4
)
four-cycles, ..., and finally (k − 1)!
(
k
k
)
k-cycles. The sum of
these basic directional cycles, which is the cardinality of Hilbert basis results in:
Card
(H (G(1Tk ))) = 1!( k2
)
+ 2!
(
k
3
)
+ 3!
(
k
4
)
+ · · ·+ (k − 1)!
(
k
k
)
. (8)
One can thus construct each of the t-cycle indices of a k complete graph and add them up
for t = 2, ..., k.
3.4.4 Liftings and final Graver basis enumeration
Each of the Hilbert basis elements with t nonzero terms (corresponding to a directional t-
cycle), is a labeled construct, which creates t! different possibilities. For each such possibility,
we have
(
n
t
)
different lifting choices (combinations), which creates Graver elements and
their negatives (by symmetry). Therefore, the total enumeration of the size t Graver basis
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will be t!
2
(
n
t
)
, excluding symmetries.
For each of the size 2 Hilbert basis elements 2!
2
(
n
2
)
different 2-brick liftings, for each of the
size 3 elements 3!
2
(
n
3
)
different 3-brick liftings, for each of the size 4 elements 4!
2
(
n
4
)
different 4-brick liftings, ..., and finally for each of the size k elements k!
2
(
n
k
)
different k-
brick liftings. Combining the number of Hilbert basis elements in each size with all possible
liftings, the total cardinality of the lifted Graver basis for matrix
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
) ⊕ (In ⊗ 1Tk )
becomes:
Card (G(A)) = 1!2!
2
(
k
2
)(
n
2
)
+ 2!
3!
2
(
k
3
)(
n
3
)
+ 3!
4!
2
(
k
4
)(
n
4
)
+ · · ·+ (k − 1)!k!
2
(
k
k
)(
n
k
)
.
Compressing,
Card (G(A)) = 1
2
k∑
t=2
P (k, t)
t
P (n, t) (9)
where P is the permutation operator.
4 Computational Results
4.1 Algorithm
Algorithm 1 Graver Augmented Multi-seeded Algorithm (GAMA)
1: inputs: Matrix A, vector b, cost function f(x), bounds [l, u], as in Equation (1)
2: output: Global solution(s) x∗.
3: initialize: terminated solutions set, termSols = {∅}.
4: Using any Graver extraction Algorithm input: A, extract G(A) (see section 3)
5: Find multiple feasible solutions, satisfying l 6 x 6 u (subsec. Feasible Solutions)
6: for any feasible solution x = x0 do
7: while g ∈ G(A) do
8: if l 6 (x+ g) 6 u and f(x+ g) < f(x) then
9: x = x+ g
10: end if
11: end while
12: termSols← (x, f(x))
13: end for
14: return x∗ = {x |f(x) = minf (termSols)}
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4.2 Cardinality Boolean Quadratic Programs (CBQP)
Cardinality Boolean Quadratic Programming (CBQP) [LG17] is of the form:
(P1) min
{
cTx+ xTQx : 1Tnx = b
}
(10)
where, xT =
[
x1 x2 . . . xi . . . xn
]
, xi ∈ Z, c ∈ Rn, and Q ∈ Rn×n. Note that
Q is not necessarily a positive semidefinite matrix. Applications of this problem include
edge-weighted graph problems [Bil05] as well as facility location problems [BEHM06].
4.2.1 Feasible solutions
The Graver basis of A = 1Tn can be generated using equation (4). To solve the problem
using our multi seeded approach, we need to generate many (say l) uniformly distributed
feasible solutions of the linear constraint 1Tnx = b, b 6 n. The total number of solutions
is
(
n
b
)
, which can be large depending on the value of b. We generate only l uniformly
distributed number of them as initial feasible solutions. Each of the l solutions is a size n
vector with 1 placed in b locations with indices sampled uniformly at random from 1 to n
(without replacement), and 0 placed in other locations.
4.2.2 CBQP results
All problems are also solved with the MIP solver of Gurobi R© Optimizer (latest version, 8.1),
for comparison purposes3.
We have used CBQP instances4 generated by [LG17]. There are 30 CBQP instances
of size n = 50. Setting the number of initial feasible points to be l = 50, our algorithm
calculated the optimal solution for all 30 problems with an average time of tav = 1.052sec.
In almost all cases, our method takes about about 1sec. This is attributable to the fact
that each augmentation path in all cases has a similar number of augmentation steps. With(
50
2
)
= 1225 Graver basis elements, each augmentation path takes about 0.02sec to
terminate.
Using the Gurobi solver, in 5 cases the problem was solved very quickly (in less than one
second). At the other extreme, in 12 cases the problems were very hard and took between
100sec to 2525sec. In the remaining 13 cases, the problems were solved between 1s and
100s.The results are shown in Figure 2.
3Installed on MATLAB R2014b using MacBookPro15,1: 6 Core 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 32 GB
2400 MHz DDR4 RAM
4https://sites.google.com/site/cbqppaper/
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Figure 2: Solving time of the 30 problem instances, GAMA ’o’ vs. Gurobi ’*’
To summarize: our multi-seeded Graver based approach (GAMA) solved all 30 instances
(containing convex, easy nonconvex, and hard nonconvex instances) in a total of 30.55 sec-
onds; the same 30 instances took 3.96 hours for Gurobi. This is an average speedup of
a factor of over 450 for all samples. If we compare the performance only on the 12 hard
non-convex problems, we have a speedup of over 1000.
We want to understand when (and why) our approach does so much better when it does.
We observed that the problem instances can be roughly categorized into three groups based
on where all the augmentations ended up, beginning from the different starting feasible
solutions.
• All initial feasible solutions terminated at one global solution (Figure 3). This is the
case when the objective function is convex5.
• The number of different terminal values is low, and the global solution is the destination
for a high percentage of the initial feasible points, as shown in Figure 4. We consider
this the easier non-convex case.
• There are many different terminal values, and the global solution is obtained from a
lower percentage of initial points, as shown in Figure 5. This is the harder non-convex
case.
5Recall that we call the cost categories discussed in 2.2 convex.
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Figure 3: All initial feasible solutions result in one global solution (Convex objective func-
tion).
Figure 4: Initial feasible solutions converge into a limited number of terminal values (Non-
Convex, but "easier").
13
Figure 5: Initial feasible solutions converge into a higher number of different terminal values
(Non-Convex, "harder").
Interestingly, and perhaps not too surprisingly, the cases in the first category are among
those that Gurobi could also solve very quickly. Instances in the second group were solved
by Gurobi in good time (1-100 seconds), and the instances in the third group took much
longer.
We also conducted some sensitivity analysis. Changing the value of b, the relative hardness
of the second and third categories reversed for Gurobi, but it does not have much effect
on the first category. For GAMA, the solving times for all categories are almost equal and
independent of the hardness of Q or value of b and depend on the number of initial feasible
solutions (seeds) l.
We further probed how the value of b affects the Gurobi performance. The problem
samples that we mentioned earlier all had b values of either 10 or 40, which is equally (= 15)
deviated from the center to the right or the left. From the Gurobi solver point of view, in
almost all cases, switching the b value to the opposite side of the center, for easier problems
makes the problem harder, and turns harder problems into easier ones (whereas in our solver
all of the problems are solved in the same amount of time). Changing the b value from
either 10 or 40 to the middle value (25) transforms the nonconvex problems and even some
of the convex problems into extremely difficult; even after several hours, Gurobi was not able
to solve any of them optimally (whereas our algorithm still solves them in about 1sec on
average). We speculate that the reason for this degradation in Gurobi’s performance is that
as we move the value of b closer to the middle point, the total number of possible nodes in the
14
constraint polytope becomes maximum at b = n/2: max
(
n
b
)
=
(
n
n/2
)
Consequently,
the number of degenerate solutions also increases. This is a hurdle for the Gurobi solver or
other such solvers that return only one optimal solution, whereas our method returns all the
degenerate solutions reached after augmentation terminations.
4.3 Quadratic Semi-Assignment Problems 1 (QSAP1)
Here we consider nonconvex nonlinear combinatorial problems with a quadratic term as
the objective function and k separate horizontal cardinality constraints. Quadratic Semi-
Assignment Problems (QSAP) have many applications [Pit09]. The problem is of the form:
(P2) min
{
cTX +XTQX :
(
In ⊗ 1Tk
)
X = b
}
(11)
where b ∈ Zn+ and xTi =
[
xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,k
] ∈ Bk is the k × 1 column vector depicting
the ith assignment (aka ith brick) and
XT =
[
xT1 x
T
2 · · · xTn
] ∈ Bkn (12)
is the concatenation of all assignment vectors (bricks).
4.3.1 Feasible solutions
The Graver basis of A = In⊗ 1Tk can be generated using equation (5). To solve the problem
using our multi seeded approach, we need to generate many (assume l) uniformly distributed
feasible solutions of the linear constraint
(
In ⊗ 1Tk
)
x = b, bi 6 n. The total number of
solutions is
n∏
i=1
(
k
bi
)
, which can be very large. As before, we want to generate only l
uniformly distributed number of them as initial feasible solutions. This is done in two
stages:
• For each of the l solutions, that has n sections (bricks), we randomly choose a section
among n, then generate a size k vector with 1 placed in bi locations with indices
sampled uniformly at random from 1 to k (without replacement), and 0 placed in other
locations.
• We uplift this solution to randomly chosen section i, in an nk size (initially set to zero)
vector.
4.3.2 QSAP1 results
We have three batches of tests.
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• We generated 10 QSAP problem instances6 of size k×n = 30× 10 = 300. Considering
the number of initial feasible points to be l = 100, our algorithm solves all problems
with an average time of tav = 7.148sec.
• We increased the size of the 10 QSAP problems to k × n = 30 × 30 = 900, and our
algorithm solved them with an average time of tav = 132.5sec = 2.2min. The same
sets of problems (sizes 300 and 900) were passed to the Gurobi MIP solver and none
were solved after more than 8 hours.
• We used a set of problem instances with various sizes from small to large, from the
CMU QSAP problem instance generator. This set consists of 17 problem instances of
{(k × n)} sizes:
{
3× 12︸ ︷︷ ︸
36
3× 15︸ ︷︷ ︸
45
3× 18︸ ︷︷ ︸
54
3× 20︸ ︷︷ ︸
60
4× 15︸ ︷︷ ︸
60
5× 18︸ ︷︷ ︸
90
6× 18︸ ︷︷ ︸
108
6× 20︸ ︷︷ ︸
120
5× 25︸ ︷︷ ︸
125
4× 35︸ ︷︷ ︸
140
5× 30︸ ︷︷ ︸
150
6× 25︸ ︷︷ ︸
150
7× 25︸ ︷︷ ︸
175
6× 35︸ ︷︷ ︸
210
7× 30︸ ︷︷ ︸
210
8× 30︸ ︷︷ ︸
240
8× 35︸ ︷︷ ︸
280
}
Here we chose the number of starting feasible points equal to the size of the problem
l = k × n. The results are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Solving time of various size QSAP1 problem instances: GAMA ’o’ vs. Gurobi ’*’
GAMA optimally solved all 17 samples in
(
0.03034 0.0521 0.07652 0.1248 0.1007 0.4394 0.929 1.251 1.186 1.578 1.983 2.227 3.898 6.288 6.329 10.63 17.97
)
6We used the QSAP problem instance generator provided by D.E. Bernal.
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seconds, in a total of 55.1sec, with an average time of tav = 3.2407sec. The Gurobi solver, on
the other hand, could only finish seven of them in
(
0.02898 0.2686 1.585 1.323 2.629 831.3 7297.0
)
seconds. The other 10 instances could not be solved, and after 4 hours for each instance, the
Gurobi solver was terminated. On the largest size that Gurobi could solve, the 7th problem
instance, GAMA had a 7850+ factor speedup.
An observation that we can have from Figure 6 is that, for problems of a similar com-
plexity level (roughly like our problem instances in QSAP1), a linear increase in the problem
size results in a linear increase in the logarithm of solution time, which means an exponential
increase in time for both GAMA and Gurobi. As can be seen quite clearly, however, the
slope of Gurobi’s line is much higher than that of GAMA.
It is well known that the total Gurobi time, like that of many best-in-class exact MIP
solvers, consists of separate phases: After finding a feasible solution, they enter the phase of
branch-and-bound search and improving the incumbent solution, and then switch into the
phase of proving optimality7 [BHK18]. (The solver may switch back and forth between im-
proving and proving phases dynamically to minimize the overall time of the solving process.)
To make our comparisons on more equal footing, therefore, we also evaluated the quality of
solutions acquired by Gurobi (before spending time on proving optimality). To do this, we
set the Gurobi’s timelimit parameter to three times the average GAMA solving time (3×tav).
We find that for small sized QSAP1 problems the results match the optimal, but for larger
sizes the solution obtained within this time limit degrades rapidly (Figure 7). Consequently,
we believe that GAMA finds better solutions faster as the problem size increases.
7Recall that in GAMA, assuming that we have at least one feasible solution in the deepest convex region,
the termination of Graver augmentation path is a proof of the solution optimality.
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Figure 7: Cost values vs. size of time limited Gurobi ’*’ and GAMA ’o’.
4.4 Quadratic Semi-Assignment Problems 2 (QSAP2)
Here we solve the nonconvex nonlinear combinatorial problem with a quadratic term as
the objective function and n separate vertical cardinality constraints. Quadratic Semi-
Assignment Problems 2 (QSAP2) [Pit09] is of the form:
(P3) min
{
cTX +XTQX :
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)
X = b
}
(13)
where b ∈ Zk+ and similarly xTi =
[
xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,k
] ∈ Bk is the k×1 column vector de-
picting ith assignment (aka ith brick) and XT =
[
xT1 x
T
2 · · · xTn
] ∈ Bkn is concatenation
of all assignment vectors (bricks).
4.4.1 Feasible solutions
The Graver basis of A = 1Tn ⊗ Ik can be generated using equation (6). To solve the problem
using our multi seeded approach, we generate many (assume l) uniformly distributed feasible
solutions of the linear constraint
(
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)
X = b, bi 6 n. The total number of solutions
is
k∏
i=1
(
n
bi
)
, which can be very large. We generate a much smaller number, l, uniformly
distributed initial feasible solutions. As before, this is done in two stages. For each of the
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l solutions, that has k subsections, we initially randomly choose a section among k, then
generate a size n vector with 1 placed in bi locations with indices sampled uniformly at
random from 1 to n (without replacement), and 0 placed in other locations. Next, we spread
the solutions element k apart by k elements for each random subsection i, and place them
in an nk size (initially set to zero) vector.
4.4.2 QSAP2 results
We retained the Q′s from QSAP1 instances, and using the same k and n, we generated A
and b based on QSAP2 formulation, equation (13).
The same set of 17 problem instances shown in section 4.3.2 is used in our testing. GAMA
solved all of them with times that ranged from 0.208sec. to 81.53sec. Gurobi solved 13 of the
17 instances. The other 4 instances could not be solved in 4 hours. The results are shown in
Figure 8. The last four instances not completed by Gurobi after 4 hours each, are shown by
M at the 4 hour border time. In the largest instance that Gurobi did solve (in 3.72 hours),
our method is 650 times faster.
Figure 8: Solving time of various size QSAP2 problem instances: GAMA ’o’ vs. Gurobi ’*’
As before, the linear dependency between the logarithm of time versus problem size exists
here as well, with almost similar slope differences between GAMA and Gurobi. A difference
is that, here in QSAP2, the initial crossing point is on higher problem sizes than in QSAP1,
indicating that for a much larger range of smaller problems Gurobi is faster, but as the size
increases, GAMA outperforms significantly.
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4.5 Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP)
Here we solve the nonconvex nonlinear combinatorial problem with a quadratic term as the
objective function and k separate horizontal cardinality constraints in addition to n separate
vertical cardinality constraints. The Quadratic Assignment Problems (QAP) is of the form:
(P4) min
{
cTX +XTQX :
((
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)⊕ (In ⊗ 1Tk ))X = b}, (14)
where b ∈ Zk+n+ and, similarly, xTi =
[
xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,k
] ∈ Bk is the k× 1 column vector
depicting the ith assignment (aka ith brick) and XT =
[
xT1 x
T
2 · · · xTn
] ∈ Bkn is the
concatenation of all assignment vectors (bricks).
4.5.1 Connection to Random Binary Matrices
The Graver basis of A =
(
1Tk ⊗ In
)⊕ (Ik ⊗ 1Tn) can be generated by the procedure described
in subsection (3.4.2).
Calculation of randomly generated feasible solutions ofAX = b constraints for QAP problem
categories is not as straightforward as in the previous cases. We connect this problem to
random binary matrix theory and observe that some known algorithms in that area can be
adapted. Additionally, we propose a novel approach – also based on the Graver basis (Null
basis can also be used) – that not only helps us find random feasible solutions for QAP, but
can also be applied to study random binary matrices as well.
We rearrange the main vector X defined in equation (12), such that n size k sub-vectors xi
become columns of a k × n matrix XM :
XM =
[
x1 x2 · · · xn
] ∈ Bk×n (15)
where X = vec (XM), and vec is the vectorization8 operator. Thus, the QAP constraint((
1Tn ⊗ Ik
)⊕ (In ⊗ 1Tk ))X = b
becomes {
XM1n = r
1TkXM = c
T
,
[
r
c
]
= b,
which states that row sum (r) and column sum (c) of matrix XM should be fixed. This then
helps create b.
The problem of finding random feasible solutions of QAP problems becomes the problem
of generating random binary matrices with fixed row sum and column sum, also known as
8vec (XM ) =
n∑
i=1
ei ⊗Xei
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doubly stochastic binary matrices. This problem is addressed in the literature9, and several
known algorithms tackle it. Rycer [Ryc60] was the first to study such matrices. Some
combinatorial properties of Rycer matrices were studied in [Bru80] by connecting them to
bipartite matrices and hyper-graphs. Enumeration of binary matrices with known row and
column sum is also studied [WZ98]. The Curveball algorithm (or its reincarnation [SNB+14])
is known to be a fast method that creates uniform random samples [Car15] of binary matrices
with fixed row and column sums. Other approaches for exact counting and sampling of binary
matrices with specified sums based on dynamic programming have been devised [MH13].
4.5.2 Feasible solutions: A novel Graver basis approach
Here we describe a novel approach that we have used to find a random distribution of binary
matrices, coincidentally based on the Graver basis. Similar to the swap in the Curveball
algorithm (and some other algorithms), we start with one single solution and add a randomly
chosen Graver element to it (while checking for lower bound 0 and upper bound 1 on all
terms) and repeat this a randomly chosen number of times, to reach the next feasible solution.
Repeating this procedure, again and again, generates more feasible solutions. That is, let
X0 be the initial feasible solution and Card (G(A)) = N . We select from 1...N a random
number (nr), then chose nr random indices from 1...N , add them to X0 to reach to the X1,
and repeat.
4.5.3 QAP results
The constraint matrix A is generated based on the QAP. Values for b are generated by
initially generating a random k × n binary matrix and using its row sum and column sum
accordingly, to guarantee feasibility such that the sum of column vectors equals the sum of
row vectors. The same set of 17 problem instances described in section 4.3.2 is used.
GAMA solved all 17 instances with times ranging from 0.1144sec. to 212.86sec. Gurobi
solved 7 of them, and could not solve the other 10 even after 10 hours for each. Results are
shown in Figure 9. The instances not completed by Gurobi after 10 hours are shown by M
at the 10 hour border time. In the largest instance that Gurobi solved in under 10 hours
(problem size 108 in 9.6 hours), GAMA (7.8sec.) is 4407 times faster.
9Sampling of zero one matrices has many applications in statistical analysis of many fields of study in-
cluding co-occurrence matrices in evolutionary studies and ecology, multivariate binary time series, affiliation
matrices in sociology, and item response analysis in psycho-metrics.
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Figure 9: Solving time of various size QAP problem instances: GAMA ’o’ vs. Gurobi ’*’
As can be seen in Figure 9, the same linear dependency between logarithm of time versus
problem size exists here. Gurobi could solve small sized QAP problem instances faster than
GAMA, but the slope is much higher than before, due to tighter double (row and column)
constraints.
Further speedup of GAMA is possible. A study of Graver bases elements that are used
in the augmentation paths indicates that the majority of bases that cause cost reduction are
from basis elements that are the result of lower brick number liftings (t = 2 ∼ 4). In other
words, the higher t-cycle equivalents of the Hilbert basis are not used frequently. In cases
when k and n are both large, thus the number of Graver basis elements is large, instead of
generating all the liftings of a Graver set, we generate only liftings with a lower number of
bricks and created a fixed Graver basis repository, randomly generated elements from the
higher size liftings during augmentation, and used them on the fly. This procedure and
similar modification of it limits the memory requirements substantially. It is important to
note that this selective random generation is possible only when we systematically create
the Graver basis like we do, which is not the approach using a completion procedure such as
the Pottier algorithm [Pot96].
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed and tested a novel method, the Graver Augmented Multi-seeded
Algorithm (GAMA), for non-convex, non-linear integer programs. For problem classes, that
include Cardinality Boolean Quadratic Programs (CBQP), Quadratic Semi-Assignment Pro-
grams, and Quadratic Assignment Programs, we develop procedures for (1) systematically
constructing Graver basis elements and (2) finding many feasible solutions that are uniformly
spread out. We performed extensive numerical testing on instances that arise in industry,
and conducted a sensitivity analysis to understand why GAMA vastly outperforms existing
best-in-class commercial solvers.
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